Whole metagenome shotgun sequencing is a powerful approach for assaying the functional 12 potential of microbial communities. Presently, we lack tools that efficiently and accurately align 13 DNA reads against protein references, the technique necessary for constructing a functional 14 profile. Here, we present PALADIN-a novel modification of Burrows-Wheeler Aligner that 15 provides more accurate alignment and orders-of-magnitude improved efficiency by directly 16 mapping in protein space. 17 18
As high-throughput sequencing technologies improve, the analysis of microbial community 19 composition and function has rapidly advanced. Historically, this has mostly focused on 20 taxonomic surveys using a small number of phylogenetically informative genes such as the 21 small subunit of ribosomal RNA 1, 2 . The ability to taxonomically profile communities provided new 22 insights into the role of microbiomes in human health 3,4 , soil ecology 5,6 and environmental 23 remediation 7 . Nevertheless, the gene survey approach provides limited functional knowledge 24 because microorganisms with similar or even identical rRNA sequences often differ significantly 25 with respect to genomic content, and therefore may have vastly different functional roles in their 26 environment 8 .
27
Functional profiling of microbial communities based on Whole Metagenome Shotgun (WMS) 28 sequencing data attempts to catalog the genes present in a community. An inventory of the 29 protein coding functions of a microbial community can be created by either matching the 30 individual reads to annotated reference databases or by assembling the reads and annotating 31 the resulting chromosomal segments 9 . Conventional methods such as BLAST are robust but 32 computationally intensive and techniques for rapidly mapping DNA reads to annotated reference 33 genes fail when the references within the curated databases diverge moderately from DNA 34 sequences of homologous genes in the metagenome sample. To mitigate these challenges, 35 researchers often turn to metagenome assembly and subsequent annotation which has 36 profound shortcomings, such as chimeric assembly of closely related sequences, strong bias 37 toward abundant organisms, and substantial human and computer resource requirements 2,9 .
38
Therefore, current approaches are not sufficient to satisfy the requirements of researchers 39 attempting to understand functional metagenomics. By leveraging our prior knowledge about the genes corresponding to the simulated reads, we 74 evaluated the functional accuracy of mapping using three metrics-percentage of reads 75 mapped, Jaccard similarity coefficient 13 , and the number of unique proteins found in Swiss-Prot.
76
To calculate the similarity coefficient, reads and their corresponding aligned targets were 77 assigned functionality using the standardized Gene Ontology (GO) language (see 78 supplementary note 5). Each GO term represents a vertex within a graph formation where 79 conditional edges join terms tracing back to one of three parent vertices: biological processes, When we tested the ability of PALADIN to map mock-metagenomic reads to the Swiss-Prot 87 database, it mapped 30.65% of compared to 19.79% (BWA) and 0.56% (Novoalign), while all 88 three systems mapped with extremely high accuracy (correct functional assignment) measured 89 by the similarity index (Table 1 ). These results suggest that mapping in protein space as 90 implemented in PALADIN is even more accurate than existing solutions while using a larger 91 proportion of the available shotgun metagenomics dataset. Additionally, three empirically derived read sets (lung (BioProject:PRJNA71831), gut (BioSample:SAMN00037421), and soil (MG-RAST:4520320.3)) were aligned against the filtered UniRef90 reference, each resulting in PALADIN scoring better than both BWA and Novoalign.
